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Estimates of Hadronic ,Backgrounds in a
5 TeV e+e- Linear Collider

T. Ohgaki*, M. Xie*, and H. Murayama~

*~Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratoy, Berkeley, California 94720
t university of California, Berkeley, California 94720

Abstract. We have estimated hadronic backgrounds by -yy collisions in an e+e- linear
collider at a center-of-mass energy of 5 TeV. We introduce a simple ansatz, that is, a
total y~ cross section of ay~ = (u7P)2/aPP shall be saturated by minijet productions,
whose rate is controlled by pt,min(@). We present that the background yields are
small and the energy deposits are tinier than the collision energy of the initial electron
and positron beams by a simulation.

I INTRODUCTION

A combination of beamstrahlung and ‘strong’ QCD interactions of the photon

can induce hadronic backgrounds at future e+e– linear colliders. An operation of
the e+e- linear collider at 5 TeV center-of-mass energy beyond the Large Hadron
Collider and the 500 GeV e+e- linear collider requires a luminosity of 1035cm-%-l
for a study of particle physics. In order to achieve the required luminosity in several
TeV colliders, we need to more strongly focus the electron and positron beams
at the interaction point. In the circumstance, a large number of beamstrahlung
photons are radiated due to the collective electromagnetic field of the oncoming
beam bunch. Some of collisions between them convert to e+e- pairs and others
generate hadrons.

At high energy, we can consider that the photon consists of the partons which are
quarks and gluons, and the interactions among the partons in two-photon collisions
can be calculated using perturbative QCD. The experiments at TRISTAN, first
indicated that the jet production in two-photon interactions were dominated by
the resolved processes [1,2]. Drees and Godbole [3] called attention to the minijet
backgrounds for future e+e- linear colliders, because the cross section of minijets,
by the calculation method of the parton-partoh scattering, rises very fast with
energy. Recently, two measurements of ~~ collisions at the CERN e+e– collider
LEP exhibit the rising of the total cross section for -y~ + hadrons with energy [4,5].
The minijet cross sections for description of hadronic events have uncertainties at
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several TeV energy, related to the cutoff of transverse momentum of the Jet, pt,rn~n,
.

‘such- as a free parameter. Below pi,~in, the perturbative QCD calculations fail
altogether and the transition region between hard and soft processes is not well
defined. In addition, the partori density functions of the photon for the minijet
cross section are parameterized according to the experimental data at low energies.
In consequence, we can not simply estimate the number of hadronic events in 5
TeV e+e- linear colliders by using these cross sections [6,7].

In generaI, yy interactions are simikr to hadron-hadron interactions at high
energy. The total cross sections for pp and -yp collisions have been measured at
several TeV and hundreds GeV, which are more larger than y-y experimental data,
respectively [8] and are well described by the Regge theorem [9]. We propose
therefore the simple model by taking a phenomenological approach. First, the
cross section for ~-y collisions by the factorization theorem O-TV= (a.J’/o-pp [10,11]
is applied and we estimate the number of hadronic events at a 5 TeV e+e– linear
collider. Next, the simple ansatz, that the total cross section of ~~ minijets is
supposed as that for ~y collisions, is applied and we compute the spatial distribution
for ~~ minijets. The detailed information of the minijets from realistic simulations
is used to remove the hadronic backgrounds effectively.

Until now the- hadron production in -yy collisions as a backgrounds for e+e-
linear colliders at @~+,_= 0.5 and 1.0 TeV has been studied [1,10,12]. Recently
the design study for 5 TeV linear colliders based on laser acceleration has been
started and it presents that the effects of quantum suppression of beamstrahlung
due to the very short bunch length are effective [13,14]. In sec. 2, we calculate the
luminosity distribution of ~y collisions at a 5 TeV e+e- linear collider based on
laser acceleration. In sec. 3, we describe the factorization theorem about the cross
section for y~ collisions and the simple ansatz of q~ minijets. In sec. 4 we estimate
hadronic backgrounds by YY collisions by a simulation.

II LUMINOSITY DISTRIBUTION OF A 5 TEV
LINEAR COLLIDER

We will describe the spectrum of photon-photon luminosity in a 5 TeV e+e- linear
collider. There are two processes for -yy collisions in e+e- colliders. Beamstrahlung
is a synchrotronsradiation induced by the collective fields of the oncoming colliding
beams. The average Upsilon parameter in a linear collider [15], which expresses the

dependence of the beamstrahlung spectrum, is T = ~~c~c~~’vl, where a is the fine
structure constant, iV~the number of particles per bunch, r~ the classical electron
radius, q the Lorentz factor of the beam, OZthe rms bunch length, and CX,CTythe
transverse and vertical sizes of the bunch at the interaction point. In this paper, we
use the beamstrahlung spectrum in the. regime T >>1, taking advantage of effects
of quantum suppression of bearnstrahlung [13,14]. The spectra of beamstrahlung
photons in the high ‘1’ regime was calculated by the numerical computation [16].
In order to perform more realistic ‘calculation including disruption and multiple



beamstrahlung effects, we have simulated the luminosity distribution by using the
CAIN code, which is a Monte Carlo program of the beam-beam interactions in
future linear colliders [17].

Bremsstrahlwg photons areefittedby thecoHisions ofindividual particles. The
bremsstrahlung spectrum from electron beams is given by the well-known equivalent
photon approximation [12]

( L:Y2 =-I-2(1;Y’)>1+(1 –Y)21n (l– Y)p2
MY) = ; y (1)

where y and .P&Xdenote the energy fraction taken by the photon from the electron
and the maximum photon virtuality. me is the electron mass. In this article the .
photon virtuality w-& restricted to F’&X = 0.01 GeV2 [12].
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FIGURE 1. Luminosity distribution of a FIGURE 2. The experimental data of the

5 TeV e+e- linear collider with T = 631. total crosssection of ~-y collisions. The mea-

The vertical axis is normalized by the total surements by PLUTO, TPC/2Y, MD1, L3,

luminosity of the e+e– collisions. The bin and OPAL are shown [4,5,18]. The data are

size is 100 GeV. compared to (a7P)2/app. -

TABLE 1. Beam parameters of an e+e- linear collider with the laser drive at ~e+e_ =5

TeV [13].

T pb (MW) IV.(lOS) ~. (kHz) %/cy (nrn) ~c/flg(J@ UX/CTY (rim) Uz (Pm)

631 20 1.6 156 25/25 62/62 0.56/0.56 1 ‘:

The beam parameters of an e+e- linear collider with the laser drive at fi~+~_ = 5
TeV are listed in Table 1. The T parameter of the laser-driven e+e- collider is some
hundreds, because a= is much smaller than that of conventional microwaves due to
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TABLE 2. Total luminosity of an e+e- linear collider with the laser drive at

~.+,-=5 TeV (Unit 1035cm-%-1).

L L L L . .
Total 1.;5 0.$1 0.;;9 0.386 (fi7;0.1 TeV)
fi >4.975 TeV 0.606 6.28 x ‘10–4 4.91x 10–7 1.80 X 10-9

the typical wavelength of accelerating wakefield for laser wakefield acceleration,
which is about 100 pnx

“ Figure 1 shows the luminosity distribution of a 5 TeV linear collider with
‘T = 631. The luminosity distribution of the e+e-, e-y, and -y-y colli-
sions in Fig. 1 have been calculated by using the CAIN code. That of the
~*-y* collisions. (y” denotes virtual photons.) was calculated by LTy (~) =
Leef; f: .f~,e(W).fT,e(W)~(s – %YW%) c4/1@2, where Ee is the energy of initial elec-
trons, using the analytic formula of Eq. (1). It is needless to say that we will have
to consider the superposition of the beamstrahlung and bremsstrahlung spectrums.

The total luminosity of an e+e- linear collider with the laser drive at @~+e_ = 5
TeV are listed in Table 2. There is about a half of the total luminosity of the e+e-
collisions with J3 >4.975 TeV and it presents a narrow width for precision study.
The maximum energy of the collisions between beamstrahlung photons reaches near
@=5 TeV due to the large T parameter. The collisions between bremsstrahlung
photons over @ >1 TeV is negligible in comparison with other collisions.

5’
.5
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FIGURE 3. The effective cross section of FIGURE 4. The effective cross section of

the YY collisions. the e+ e– collisions.
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III THE CROSS SECTION OF y-y MINIJETS

A The total cross section of YY collisions

In general, ~~ interactions are similar to hadron-hadron interactions at high
energy. The total cross sections for pp and ~p collisions [8] are well described by
the Regge parameterization o = Xs~+ Ys-~ [9]

avP= 0.071 s0”075+ 0.12 s-0-46 mb, (2)

aPP= 22.0 sO-079+ 56.1 s-0046mb, (3)

where W is the center-of-mass energy of the interaction and is given in GeV. The
experimental data of pp collisions have been measured over @ = 1 TeV and the
HERA measurements at DESY ep collider have accumulated the yp collisions at
near X = 200 GeV. The formulas Eq.(2) and (3) accommodates with these data.
The ratio of o-7P/aPPis about 0.003 except for @ <10 GeV and it presents that
the behavior of ~p interactions at center-of-mass energies is similar to that of pp
interactions. Therefore we adopt the following factorization theorem [10,11]

(4)

where Ovyis the total cross section for YY collisions.
The experimental data of the total cross section of -y~collisions [4,5,18] are shown

in Fig. 2. The observed energy dependence of the cross section of the L3 and OPAL
measurements is similar, but the OPAL values are about 2070 higher [5]. In this
figuie the data are compared to Oyv = (a7P)2/apP and the o-m gives a reasonable
description of the total cross section of --yycollisions.

In order to contrast the processes of YY ~ hadrons with the other processes in
the standard model, we present the effective cross section of qq collisions in Fig. 3.
The effective cross section is obtained by a,ff(fi = $#&&W, and we can get
easily the number of events by multiplying it by the amount of the luminosity.
Here the total cross sections for the other processes in the standard model were
calculated by the CompHEP and GRACE codes [19,20]. The ~~ luminosity except
for -y*~* + hadrons originate from beamstrahlung photons. The effective cross
section of ~~ ~ hadrons from beamstrahlung photons is about 104 times larger
than that of ~~ ~ W+IV–. When the collision energy is increasing, the effective
cross sections of ~~ collisions are almost decreasing.

Figure 4 and 5 show the effective cross section of e+e- and e~ collisions. At
5 TeV, the processes of e+e- ~ evW, v;Z, e+e–(] cos 0[ < 0.99) and ey ~ Wv
are dominant as well as ~-y ~ hadrons. Especially the events of e+e– ~ evW is
comparable to those of qq ~ hadrons at 5 TeV.

Figure 6 shows the events of ~~ minijets per bunch crossing. Number of events
of y~ minijets per bunch crossing are listed in Table 3. From the figure and table,
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the hadronic backgrounds from bremsstrahlung photons are small at TeV energy as
compared with those from beamstrahlung photons with T = 631. The probability
to have an event without background is .PCZt-=ns e:<”’. Here < n > is the average
number of background events. When < n >= 1.62 x 10-2 from collisions between
beamstrahlung photons in the range 1 TeV < @ <5 TeV in the table, F’cz..n=
0.984. It presents that the number of hadronic backgrounds per bunch crossing is
small so that it will not affect the performance of the detection in a study of particle
physics. The number of events per bunch is inversely proportional to the collision
frequency, because the luminosity per bunch is Lbun.~= Ltotal/.f.. In this paper,
the collision frequency of 5 TeV e+e- linear collider with the laser drive is 156 kHz
and is higher than the frequency 120 x 225 Hz with 34 GHz normal conducting
RF [21]. Until now the bunch scheme of the laser-driven linear collider is not well
studied. We further need to estimate the number of hadronic backgrounds taking “
account of the bunch scheme of the laser-driven linear colliders.

103 c

-2
102 g 10

.-m

10
~ yy+ hadmns(Beamstrahlung)

23 SJ

ql !=

. . -. .-..!l -.---’--: =
g
g . . .
>10-5 T .. .

J-Q
-.

: y“y” + hadmns(Bremssfrahlung~’.....,
. . . .

10-3
0.1 1 2 3 4 5

10-60““’’””~

FIGURE 5. The effective cross section of FIGURE 6. The events of YY rninijets per

the e~ collisions. bunch crossing.

TABLE 3. “Number of events of ~y minijets per bunch

crossing.$

i

,

Energy range Beamstrahlung Bremsstrahlung
1 GeV< @ <5 TeV 6.85 X 10-2 1.14 x 10-1
1 TeV< .A <5 ‘TeV 1.62 X 10-2 9.95 x 10-4
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B The differential cross section of yy minijets

A real photon has a complicated nature, y-y everits are divided into several event
classes by the combinations of the nature of the two incoming photons [22]. The
total cross section for ~-y collisions is divided by

where a~i~ij~t~is the total cross section of ~~ minijets. In lowest order, the minijet
events consist of the ‘direct’ process ~~ ~ q?, the ‘l-resolved’ processes ~q + qg
and yg j qtj, and the ‘2-resolved’ processes qq’ + qq’, q~’ + q~’, qij + q’ij’, q~ +

%> w + q% l% + m> and, w + W“ In general, the minijet cross section is
infrared divergent and requires a cutoff at low transverse momentum. ~soft-VMD

is the total cross section of the soft vector meson domimmce (VMD) events which
are the elastic, diffractive and low-pt events at pt < pt,nin. At higher energies, the
soft-VMD events are more smaller than the minijet events [22] and the ~~ minijet
events with high pt dominate in ~y hadronic events.

We simply summarize the cross section of the y~ minijets [3,23,24]. In leading
order(LO), the differential cross section for ~~ minijets of two (partonic) jets with
transverse momentum p~and (pseudo) vapidities ql, qz can be written as [24]

where i or j is a photon, quark or gluon, and k or 1 is a quark or gluon. Here
~ilv is the parton density function of the photon. If i = ~ (direct contribution),
the function ~il.yis,unity. x is the fraction of the jet energy carried by the parton
in the photon. The subprocess cross sections ~ for the direct and resolved photon
contributions depend on the Mandelstam variables describing the hard partonic
scattering, .!$= Z1Z2Sand ; [24].

In order to grasp the behavior of the total cross section of ~y minijets at higher
energies, we have computed several cross sections by the PDFLIB 7.09 [25] and
PYTHIA 5.7 [26] codes. These total cross sections can be calculated including
higher order effects by using the Monte Carlo codes. Figure 7 shows the cross
sections of -yy minijets. The parton density functions DG-G [27], LAC-1 [28],
GS-G [29], AFG-G [30], and SaS-G 2M [31] have been calculated with pt,~i.=2
GeV except for the function GRV-G [32] with pt,min=3 GeV. The cross sections
are compared to Chen’s model [10] with pt,~i~=3.2 GeV. The results of this figure
show that the total cross sections of minijets almost rise very fast and are large
at 5 TeV collision energy. It is knowri as the saturation problem of the photon
density function at higher energies [6], and its problem does not depend on the
parameterizations of the photon depsity function. Moreover the difference between
the cross sections at higher energies greatly depend on the choice of pt,~i.} such
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as a free parameter. Therefore we do not simply accept the number of the events
of these minijet cross sections. After

section of -y~ minijets.

@Lu__LJ
100 1000 5000

& (Gev)
FIGURE 7. The cross sections of YY mini-

jets. Computed by the PDFLIB 7.09 [25]

and PYTHIA 5.7 [26] codes. The parton

we introduce the simple ansatz for the cross

..-,-------
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--------”iicl..-.,.-/...

()~
01234. i

J (TeJ9
FIGURE 8. The minimum of the trans-

verse momentum pt,~i~ which depends on

the parton density function of the photon.

density functions have been calculated with

pt,min = 2 GeV except for the function

GRV-G with pt,~~n = 3 GeV. The cross

sections are compared to Chen’s model [10]

with pt,~in = 3.2 GeV.

In order to evaluate the spatial distribution from minijet events, we must define
the differential cross section of ~~ minijets. Previously we have assumed the total
cross section of y~ collisions as’ (u’vP)2/aPP. Now we can not rely on the total
cross sections of -y~ minijets calculated by present parton density functions of the
photon at higher energies. Therefore we consider (OvP)2/u_PPas the upper bound of
the minijet cross section. We obey this simple ansatz and the total cross section of
~~ minijets is defined by

/
~minijets(pt,nzin( fi)) = * ‘ominiietsdpi s CT~p/CTpp

Pt ,min dpt
(7)

To satisfy the equality in Eq. (7), we change the parameter pt,~i.(fi) according
to each parton density function of the photon. The minimum of the transverse
momentum pt,mi. is defined as

Pt,min(fi) = a in @,

where a and h are the fitting coefficients given in GeV and (GeV)2.

(8)



Table 4

TABLE 4. The fitting coefficients a and b of the minimum of the trans-

verse momentum pt,minwhich depends on the parton density function of

the photon. There are the sets of leading order (LO) and next-to-leading

order (NLL) evolutions.

Parton Density Function Order of Q. a (GeV) b (GeV)2
DG-G Set 1 LO 2.1 21000
LAC-G Set 1 LO 3.4 13000
GS-G-96 HO NLL 0.88 2200
GRV-G LO 1.6 7400
AFG-G Set HO NLL 0.88 2300
SaS-G 2M LO 0.99 14000

lists the fitting coefficients a and b of the minimum of the transverse
momentum pt,~in which ~epends on each parton density function of the photon.
The pt,~i~ of the GS-G parameterization is similar to that of AFG-G in the table.
The minimum of the transverse momentum pt,~i~ which depends on the parton
density function of the photon are presented in Fig. 8. The LAC-1 parameterization
is larger than others and about 13 GeV at X=5 TeV. In the following section, we
use the pt,~i~ for estimation of hadronic backgrounds.

IV RESULTS OF SIMULATION

In the previous section, we have estimated the number of minijet backgrcmnds
per bunch crossing, but the number relies on the simple ansatz and the bunch
scheme of the laser-driven linear colliders is not well-known. If we grasp the spatial
distribution of ~~ minijets, we can remove the hadronic backgrounds effectively.
By the detailed information of the visible energy and the transverse momentum,
and so on of the jets from realistic simulations, we can reach near the probability
-pclean = 1. To generate hadronic backgrounds, first we have calculated the realistic
l~minosity distribution of ~-y collisions from beamstrahlung photons by a Monte
Carlo simulation program CAIN. The luminosity distribution is described by two
dimension of normalized cms energy z = /S/(2&) and rapidity q = in ~= in
order to take account of collisions between photons of unequal energy. Here WI and
W2are the energies of left- and right-moving photons.

To represent the spatial distribution from minijet events, we use the parton
distribution function of Drees and Grassie (DG-G) [27] for the photon by way of
example. Because the saturation problem does not depend on the parameterizations
of the photon density function as seen ip the previous section. Here a cutoff pt,~i~
for the DG-G parameterization in the previous section have been taken as

pt,~~={ ~~l~e?Gev $~~~~
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TABLE 5. The average visible energy and transverse mo-

mentum per event.

Tracking Detector Calorimeters
Eo~, (GeV) Pt (GeV) E~i. (GeV) Pt (GeV)

6.6 4.0 34.. 13

where s is given in (GeV) 2. Here the minimum of pt,~i. is assumed as 2.0 GeV,
because we keep away from pt,~~n<0.

The subprocess cross sections in Eq.(6) have been calculated by using the
PYTHIA 5:7 code. Subsequent hadronizations of minijets are simulated by the
parton shower picture with the JETSET 7.3. In this analysis, the JLC-I detector
simulator [33] is applied for selection performances in the JLC-I detector which has
the acceptance ]cos 61 <0.95 [33]. The main components used in this simulator
are the central drift chamber and calorimeters.

Figure 9 shows the distribution of the visible energy and the transverse momen-
tum of the tracking detector and calorimeters. The number of generated events is
50000 and the event number in the histogram of Fig. 9 corresponds to an integrated.
luminosity of 0.1 pb-l. The 25% of all generated events are missed in the detector
as shown by the peak. The deposits of the visible epergy of the calorimeters are
nearly below 200 GeV and the transverse momentum of the tracking detector above
40 GeV almost never has been seen.

TmckingDetector

3~n

Calorimeter

tiMfN
02s 50 75 100 100 100 150 200 300

&(GeV) &(GeV)

TrackingDetector Calorimeters

[lRfDo 3s 50 ‘X3 50 100
P,(GcV) P,(GeV)

FIGURE 9. The distribution of the visible energy and the transverse momentum of the tracking

detector and calorimeters. The number of events corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 0.1

pb-l.

,
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The average ‘visible energy and transverse momentum of the tracking detector
and calorimeters per event are listed in Table 5. The energy deposits per event
are more smaller than the 5 TeV collision energy’ of initial electron and positron
beams. The simulation results on hadronic backgrounds at the 0.5 arid 1 TeV Next
Linear Collider [10] presented small energy depositions which are similar to our
results. Since the particles from minijets will deposit most of their energy inside
the mask. According to the table, it is shown that the selection by applying the cut
of the visible energy and the transverse momentum greatly reduces the hadronic
backgrounds.

V CONCLUSION

We have estimated hadronic backgrounds by yy collisions in an e+e- collider
at a center-of-mass energy of 5 TeV. The e+e– linear collier based on the laser
driven acceleration is adopted taking advantage of effects of quantum suppression
of beamstrahlung. The assumption that the behavior of the total cross section of
~-y collisions is similar to that of hadronic interactions at high energy is applied,
because the assumption gives a reasonable description of the total cross section
for yy collisions as compared with experimental data. The number of hadronic
backgrounds per bunch crossing is small so that it will not affect the performance
of the detection in a study of elementary particle physics. Further we need to
estimate the number of hadronic backgrounds taking account of the bunch scheme
of the laser-driven linear colliders.

We have calculated the total cross sections of yy minijets depended on the parton
density function of the photon with the fixed minimum of transverse momentum
aiid the results show the ambiguities on minijet cross sections at higher energy,
related to the cutoff of transverse momentum. Therefore we propose the simple
model for minijets by taking a phenomenological approach.

First, the simple ansatz that the total cross section of ~y minijets is supposed as
that for -y-ycollisions, a~~ = (avP)2/aPP,is applied as the upper bound of the minijet
cross section. In order to evaluate the spatial distribution from minijet events, first
we have calculated the fitting functions of the minimum transverse momentum,
pt,mi.(@), which are depended on the photon parton distributions DG-G, LAC-1,
GS-G, GRV-G, AFG-G, and SaS 2M by the PDFLIB 7.o9 code on the assumption
of the ansatz.

By using the fitting function of the minimum transverse momentum on the DG-G
parameterization, we have performed the detector simulation. The detailed infor-
mation of the minijets from realistic simulations is used to remove the hadronic
backgrounds effectively. The Monte Carlo programs CAIN, PYTHIA 5.7, JET-
SET 7.3, and JLC-I detector simulatoi are applied for a 2-dimensional luminosity
distribution of y~ collisions, the cross section of ~~ minijets, hadronizations and
selection performances in the detecjor, respectively. The results show that the en-
ergy deposits per event are more smaller than the 5 TeV collision energy of the
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initial electron and positron beams.
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